
Standard Features & Benefits 
 
 Unique square post design uses 27% more steel 

providing greater strength and durability than typical 

round post systems 

 

 Shelves come in 5 widths and 8 lengths 

 

 Shelves up to 48" long support up to 1,000 lbs. 

        (450 kg) 

 

 Assembly is fast and easy with a one-piece shelf 

installation adapter — a collet that can be slipped  

on the post at any height  

 

 Posts are notched on 2" centers to assure perfect 

shelf alignment every time 

 

 17% taller collar provides more strength and  

greater rigidity 

 

 Solid 2-1/8" robotic welds provide more stability than 

the two spot welds used on round post systems 

 

 Shelf wire averages 50% thicker than other systems 

providing greater shelf capacity and strength 

 

 Shelves have solid edges instead of truss edges 

making them easier to clean and label 

 

 Use add-on unit to continue a straight line of 

shelving, for right angles or for back-to-back shelving  

 

 Frame is 12 gauge solid steel 

 

 Choose finish or color by adding appropriate suffix to 

model number (see chart to the left) 

 

 

SHELVING 

AMCO II® WIRE SHELVING  

For SPG’s complete product menu,  

visit www.spgusa.com or call 877.503.4SPG (4774) 

*Select a finish. Add suffix to model number. 

**Minimum quantity must be ordered for shelving with color 

finishes. Any combination of shelves and posts must equal 100. 

(For example, 40 posts and 60 shelves.) 

ITEM #   MODEL #  QTY:  

PROJECT:        

OPTIONS:☐YES   ☐NO      

http://www.spgusa.com


SPG International, LLC        

11230 Harland Drive NE 

Covington, GA  30014        

877-503-4SPG (4774) 

 

www.spgusa.com 

AMCO  •  Freestyle  •  ISS  •  Kelmax  •  LPI  •  Universal Stainless  •  Gillis-Jarke 

The best names in the business 

all have one thing in common. 

 

SHELVING 

AMCO II WIRE SHELVING  

SHELVES 

Shelves are constructed of .162" gauge 

crosswires spaced 1-1/16" on centers with 

5/16" (.3125") cross-braces. Cross braces are 

welded at each end of 9/16" x 1-1/4" x .090" 

leg. Square tapered 1-3/4" high steel collars 

are welded at each corner and a series of 

.262" rebrace wires are welded to the 

underside of the 18", 21" and 24" wide 

shelves in lengths of 54" and longer.  All 

contact points are welded. 

 

POSTS 

Posts are constructed of .065" thick square 

tubes notched every 2" on each corner.  A 

nylon cap is installed on the top and a nylon 

housing for a 3/8" – 16 x 1-1/4" steel leveler is 

notched on the bottom.  The leveler has a 7/8" 

hex head and a 3/4" threadless shoulder to 

eliminate deposits of mop strands and  

broom fibers. 

 

ASSEMBLY 

Four nylon tapered collets are  packed with 

each shelf.  The collets can be installed onto 

any notched position on the post. The tapered 

shelf collars mate to the tapered nylon collet 

to securely seat the shelf onto the post. No 

additional tools are needed for assembly. 

 

 

Specifications 


